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Piranesi moves to the West, and I dont have enough space to describe the journey. He spends his
time in the halls, but one of the concepts he develops is that of Animus, which he thinks of as the

work that was done inside the iron hand. It comes to symbolize the inward work, the reflective work
that people, who were born after the iron hand, can do when they have the time. He comes to love
the house, and he names it the Tree of Life, for the House is the only place that lives happily ever
after. When they reach it, years have passed, and the seasons have changed, and he recalls that

theyre not the first to sleep there. But it has changed, and now the house is made of iron, and
inhabited by gladiators who survive by stopping people in the halls, and killing them. No one is there.

The walls are made of iron and no one has passed through them for years. Maybe theyre all dead.
But there are bedding and bits of the Albatross hanging from the ceiling, and some of the iron spikes

that are in the walls are broken, and a few of the doors that lead into the center of the house are
cracked. Near the center is a hallway with statues of what looks like a dancing couple and what looks
like an iron hand. In one of the rooms, there are two altars. One of them, the smaller, with a candle

on top, is heaped with jewels. There are lots of those. Things like chains and necklaces and
bracelets, with what looks like keys to lock them to Iron fingers. And the other altar is covered in oil
paints and watercolors. Theyre certainly a lot different from anything else in the library, both in style

and ideas, and I have to wonder if Piranesi is being ironic. These are the sort of paintings that the
modern person is unlikely to recreate, or even even consider. These paintings are something that

you would make as a hobby, and theyre not something you would make if you had a destination that
was important to you.
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It begins with the story of a famous spinster who takes in a young man,
falls in love, and is horrified to learn that he may not be an orphan after
all. But this isnt another too-ambitious romance novel about teenagers-

their childhoods, how they meet, the twists and turns of the plot. Instead,
it is the story of Piranesi, a merchant-banker, and his muses. When

Piranesi meets an Albatross, first he sees it as a vision before realizing its
a huge Bird. He does what I usually do when presented with a new animal:

throws his arms open to hug it. The albatross, crashes into him, and it
takes both of them a few minutes to get back up and sort themselves out.

But here is where the story turns in a beautiful direction. Maybe youd
expect some slapstick The lorge bird attacks the hapless Piranesi but no,

it just squawks at him. A few minutes later, its mate joins them. And
Piranesi sacrifices some of his own seaweed to help the pair build a safe

nest. This is at least partially due to Clarkes prose and characterization of
Piranesi, whose first-person perspective is written in a nave, clinical,

archaic style: you might expect it to be dense and frustrating, but it is
instead charming and readable. Clarke commands the English language
with absolute authorityI probably couldnt name more than a handful of
other authors who have such control over their prose (Shirley Jackson
inhabits this rarefied air, as does Faulkner at his best). Every word is

precisely placed, every sentence exquisitely crafted, every paragraph
seamless. Piranesi is the work of a master magician, a writer who has her

fingers deep in the guts of language, and she makes it do things you
forgot it could do. It is nothing less than thrilling. 5ec8ef588b
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